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ON F-DATA OF AUTOMORPHISM GROUPS OF COMPACT

RIEMANN SURFACES

— THE CASE OF A —

BY HIDEYUKI KIMURA

Introduction.

Let X be a compact Riemann surface of genus g(^2). We denote by
Aut(X) the group of all conformal automorphisms on X. We take a basis of
the space of abelian differentials of the first kind on X. We consider the
canonical representation p: Aut(X)-*GL(g, C), for the basis. We denote by
ρ(AG; X) and p(σ X ) the images of a subgroup AGdAut(X) and an element
σeAut(Z) by p, respectively. In the previous paper [2], for the G(=D8> Q8)
C.GL(g, C), satisfying the CY- and ^//-conditions, we have investigated
surjective homomorphisms φ: Γ(G)-^G to determine whether G arises from a
compact Riemann surface of genus g. But there exists G(^As)c.GL(g, C),
satisfying the CY- and ^//-conditions, such that we can not determine that G
arises from a compact Riemann surface of genus g by the same method. There-
fore we introduce the collection of nonnegatίve integers which consists of
information about characters of p and fixed points of AG. We shall call this
F-data. In this paper, we study F-data of A5 and determine what F-data of
A 5 arises from a compact Riemann surface of genus g.

Notation. We denote by Z, C and Z^0 the ring of rational integers, the
complex number field and the set of nonnegative integers, respectively. For a
finite set S we denote by #S the cardinality of S. For an element a of a
finite group we denote by #σ the order of σ. We denote by g an integer
(^2).

The author wishes to express his gratitude to the referees for their careful
reading and valuable suggestions.

§ 1. Preliminaries.

In this section we give preliminary results. We use the same notation and
terminology as introduced in [3]. Throughout this section we denote by G a
finite group.
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DEFINITION. We say that GcGL(g, C) arises from a compact Riemann
surface of genus g, if there exist a compact Riemann surface X of genus g
and a subgroup AGdAut(X) such that ρ(AG; X) is GL(g, C )-con jugate to G.

1.1 We give a necessary and sufficient condition for an element of prime
order of GL(g, C) to arise from a compact Riemann surface of genus g, see
[4] and [7].

THEOREM ([4]). Let A be an element of prime order n of GL(g, C). Then
the following two conditions are equivalent:

(1) There is a compact Riemann surface X of genus g and an automorphism
σ of X such that p(σ X) is conjugate to A.

(2) There are s(ϊ>0) integers vlf ••• , \>s which are prime to n such that

Λ i ^Λ ζvi , r r1 + 2 3 - , where ζ=ζn=exp

1.2 We define the CY- and ##-conditions, see [3] and [5].

DEFINITION. We say that a finite group GdGL(g, C) satisfies the CY
condition if every element of CY(G) arises from a compact Riemann surface of
genus g.

Remark. It is known that A5 has only elements of prime orders, i.e., 2, 3
and 5. The above theorem, mentioned in 1.1, suffices to check that G( = A5)
satisfies the C 7-condition.

DEFINITION. We say that G satisfies the .^//-condition if G satisfies the
E-condition and l(H: G) is a nonnegative integer for any ίfeCΓ(G).

1.3 Now, we introduce the EZ-condition, which is a necessary condition
for G to arise from a compact Riemann surface. We explain a criterion whether
G, satisfying the EZ-condition, arises from a compact Riemann surface or not,
see [6].

DEFINITION. Assume that GdGL(g, C) satisfies the #jFί-condition. We
say that G satisfies the EZ-condition if there exists a surjective homomorphism
φ: Γ(GHG with #ψ(γj)=m} (/=1, - , r).

If GdGL(g, C) satisfies the EZ-condition, there exist a compact Riemann
surface X of genus g and an injective homomorphism G— >Aut(X). Then for
any element σ (#σ=m>l) of G and u^Z ((u, m)=l) we have (cf. [6])

By the Eichler trace formula, we have
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Tτp(σ;X)=l+ Σ Σ

HIDEYUKI KIMURA

1

If there exists a surjective homomorphism φ : Γ(G)~>G such

Ύrσ=Ύrp(σ;X) for every σeG,

then we see that G arises from the compact Riemann surface X.

1.4 We denote by A5 the alternating group of degree 5, i.e., the group
which consists of all the even permutations of 5 letters. The character table
of A 5 is as follows :

Xi

%2

Is

z,

(1)

1

4

5

3

3

(12)(34)

1

0

1

-1

1

(123)

1

1

-1

0

0

(12345)

1

-1

0

1+VT
2

1-V5~
2

(13524)

1

-1

0

1-VΊΓ
2

2

§2. A necessary and sufficient condition for CF- and ^//-conditions.

2.1. PROPOSITION. Let G be a finite subgroup of GL(g, C) being isomorphic
to A5, %G be the character of the natural representation G—>GL(g, C). Let
njίι+ "- +n5I5, Πi& Zzo be the decomposition into irreducible characters of IG.
Then G satisfies the CY- and RΉ-conditions if and only if nt's satisfy the following
relations :

(1) I^nι+

(2) 1^721 +

(3) I^n1-

(4) n4=n5.

Remark. If G satisfies the CY- and ^//-conditions, then we have

(0) g=ttι-f4n2+5n3H-6n4,

which means the degree of character %G

Proof. We prove the //-part. We fix an isomorphism c : Λ5-^G and denote
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by A, B and C the images of (23)(45), (142) and (12345) via t, respectively. We
remark that, by Property 6 (1-1), two of A, B and C generate G. First we
show that G satisfies the C F-condition. To see this, it is sufficient to show
that A, B and C satisfy the condition (2) in Theorem 1.1.

The case of A.
Put

Then we see that s is a nonnegative integer by (1) and (4). If we put

then we have

Tr.4=] ' ~1

l-(-l) '

Thus A arises from a compact Riemann surface of genus g by Theorem 1.1.

The case of B.
Put

s :=2-27.G(B)=2-2(nί-\-n2-n3).

Then we see that s/2 is a nonnegative integer by (2). If we put

Vi= ••• =Vί/2=l, ^(S/2) + l= •*• —Vs — 2,

then we have

Thus B arises from a compact Riemann surface of genus g by Theorem 1.1.

The case of C.
Put

S \'== L—Zλ,G\Ls):=Z — £\ HI H2~Ί « ^ 4 I 7y ^δ)

Then we see that s/2 is a nonnegative integer by (3) and (4). We take
with £+0=s/2. If we put

then we have

ζ ζ4

where ζ=ζ5.
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Thus C arises from a compact Riemann surface of genus g by Theorem 1.1.
This means that G satisfies the C F-condition. It is easy to see that G

satisfies the ^//-condition. In fact we have

n\ Λ i 1 + V5" , 1— VlΓ: G)=l— Zi— -- ~ - -- -

which are nonnegative integers by (1), ••• , (4).
The only-if-part follows immediately from the fact:

IG(C)=IG(C2) implies n^=n5 .

Therefore we obtain our proposition.

Remark. In the case of B, since B is G-conjugate to B2, we have

#{i\vi=l}=#{i\vi=2}.

In the case of C, since C(resp. C2) is G-conjugate to C4(resp. C3), we have

#{ι><=l}=#{ι><=4} (resp. #{ι>i=2} = #{ι>i=3})

2.2 We introduce an F-data of Λ5.

DEFINITION. We say that a collection of nonnegative integers (wi, ••• , n5;
p, q), p^q, is an F-data of Λ5 if there exists a group G(^^45)cGL(g, C) satisfy-
ing the CF- and ^//-conditions and that

for every C(eG) of order 5.

Instead of G(^.45)cGL(g , C) which satisfies the CY- and ^//-conditions, we
consider an F-data (nlf ••• , n5; p, q} of ,45.

DEFINITION. Let (n1? ••• , n5; p, Q) be an F-data of Λ5. Define g by (0).
We say that an F-data (nίt ••• , n5; p, q) of Λ5 arises from a compact Riemann
surface of genus g if there exist a compact Riemann surface X of genus g, a
subgroup AG( = Λδ)(zAut(X) and an element C(eAG) of order 5 such that

(*)

X)\AG=nίIl+
and
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§3. Characterization of automorphism groups.

Hereafter, for simplicity, we put /(°)=/(° : G)=/«°> : G).

3.1. THEOREM. The notation being as in Proposition 2.1, let (HI, ••• , n5; p, q)
be an F-data of A5. If (n1} ••• , nδ; p, q) does not arise from a compact Riemann
surface of genus g, then

( n ί 9 - , tt5; p, 0)=(0, 1, 0, 0, 0; 2, 0) (g=4),

=(0,2,1, 0,0; 2,1) (#=13)
or

=(1,1, 1,1, l O, 0) (£=16).

Remark. The F-data (0, 1, 0, 0, 0 1, 1) (resp. (0, 2, 1, 0, 0 3, 0)) arises from
a compact Riemann surface of genus 4 (resp. 13) but not (0, 1, 0, 0, 0 2, 0)
(resp. (0, 2, 1, 0, 0 2, 1)).

Before proving the theorem, we give some properties of A5.

Property 1.
For every element h of A5, there exist elements α, b(^A5) such that h —
[α, ft], where [α, ft]=αftα~1ft~1.

Proof. It is sufficient to consider representatives of conjugacy classes of
^45, since we have the relation :

for
(1) order 2.
Put

α=(234), ft=(134).
Then we have

[α, ft] =(12)(34).
(2) order 3.
Put

α=(13)(45), ft=(23)(35).
Then we have

[α, ft] =(123).
(3) order 5.
Put

αι=(25)(34), ft!=(13)(45),

αa=(25)(34), fta=(15)(24).
Then we have

[fll, ftj =(12345), [α2, ftz] =(13524) .
Property 2.
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For every Θ^A5, θ is ^45-conjugate to 0""1.

Proof. In the case #0 =2, 3, it is easily verified from the character table
of A5. In the case #0—5, it is verified from the following relation:

(12345)-(25)(34)(12345)-1(25)(34).

Property 3.
Let ε and ε' be elements of Λ5 of order 5. If ε is ^45-conjugate to ε', then^the
order of εεf is not 2.

Property 4.
Let ε and ε' be distinct elements of Λδ of order 5. If ε is ^-conjugate to ε'
and εε' is of order 5, then εε' is ^-conjugate to ε.

To prove Properties 3 and 4, we use a result from character theory (c. f.
[G]):

THEOREM. Denote the conjugacy classes of finite group G by Kz and let yl

be an element of Kly l^i ̂ r. Then if λljk is the number of times of given
element of Kk can be expressed as an ordered product of an element of Kt and
an element of KJf we have

#G & χm(i)
/ f)Y I *^-~~ t i t ? <^ Yur -L^ί, j) K ^r.

Proof of Property 3. We apply the above theorem. We take a conjugacy
class of order 5 as K% and the conjugacy class of order 2 as Kk. Put KJ—Kl.
Then we have ^=0. This means that there are no elements ε, ε'<=Kt such
that εε'^Kk.

Proof of Property 4. We take a conjugacy class of order 5 as Kτ and the
other conjugacy class of order 5 as Kk. Put KJ^=Kl. Then we have λίjk = L
This means than χ=y=z* is the unique solution of the equation z=x y(z&Kk,
x, y^Kτ). This completes the proof.

Property 5.
Let 0 be an element of A5 and N a positive integer. Then there are N elements
0ι, ••-, ΘN (e.45, not necessarily distinct) being ^-conjugate to 0 such that
0 — 01 •" θ N.

Proof. This follows from the relations (12)(34)=(13)(24) (14)(23), (14352)=
(12345)-(13425), (14325)-(13524).(12354). We prove only the case #0-2. Case
AfeO (mod2). The above relation means that there exist elements 0', θ" of
order 2 such that 0—0 /x0 / /. Then we may take 0j—0', 02— — =ΘN=Θ".
Case N=l (mod2). We may take 0!— ••• —ΘN--Θ.
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Property 6.
We have the following presentations (I -1), •••, (VI-1) for Λ.

(I -1) Λ=<7 , δ, ε j*=3'=e6=rae=l>.

(for example, r=(23)(45), 3=(142), e=(12345)).

In the following, we write only relations and mean that εt's are ./^-conjugate
to each other and εz's are not ^-conjugate to ητ's.

( i -2) (7θ2=(r£)2=(r.)2=ββ=rΛrsβ=ι,
(for example, n=(23)(45), r2=(12)(35), r8=(14X35), β=(12345)).

( I -3) r«=(ί1)
8=(ί,)8=(«.)8=rίιW.=l,

(for example, r=(23)(45), δι=(142), 32=(123), 38=(345)).

( I -4) r«=(eι)
β=(ε2)

6=(6,)B=reιe,e,= l,

(for example, r=(23)(45), S!^£3^(12345), ε2=(13254)).

( I -5) (γ^^γ.γ^γ.γ^γ.γ^γ.γ^^γ^r^l,

(for example, n=(23)(45), 72-(12)(35), rβ=(14)(35), r4-(15)(24), rB=(14)(23)).

( i -6) (n)»=(7a)
2=(r8)2=a =rιr.r^=ι,

(for example, ^=(15X24), rs=(14X23), r8=(23X45), ί=(142)).

( I -7) (n)2=(r2)2=(eι)5=(e,)δ=rιr»eιea=l,

(for example, y1=7'2=(23X45), eι=(15432), ε2^(12345)).

(i-8) (ri)
2-(r2)

2-(r3)2-e5-oy5-nr2^^-i,
(for example, ^^(MXSδ), r2=(12)(35), ε=(12345), 3?=(15234)).

( I -9) r»=3'=(eι)
6=(ε2)

β=7'3e1βί=l,

(for example, r=(23)(45), δ=(142), ε1=(14352), ε2=(15243)).

( i -10) (rι)
2-(r2)2-δ3-ε5-rιr2δε-ι,

(for example, 7Ί=(24)(35), ra=(25)(34), δ=(142), ε=(12345)).

(I -11) r

ί=(31)
8=(32)8=e6=rίAe=l,

(for example, r=(23)(45), δ!=32=(124), ε=(12345)).

(Π-l) 7a=ε5=9δ=re7=l,

(for example, r=(13)(25), ε^(12345), ^=(12435)).

(π-2) (71)
2=(rs)2=e6=7B=rιrse?=ι,

(for example, rι=(12)(35), ra=(15X23), ε^(12345), ^=(12435)).

(Π-3) τ 8=β8=εB=56=rβe7 = l,

(for example, 7 =(13)(45), 3=(245), ε=(12345), ιy=(12435)).
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(ffl-1) (ί1)
8=(ίί)

3 = eδ=3Ae=l,

(for example, 3ι=(354), 38=(132), ε=(12345)).

(iπ-2) (n)*=(ra)
β=(ίι)8=(W=rιrί3A=ι,

(for example, rι=(15)(24), r2=(14)(23), «ι=(354), ί,=(132)).

(ffl-3) (3ι)'=(a,)'=(ί,)'=@4)'=W.δA=l ,

(for example, δι=(354), δa=(132), <53=(123), 34=(345)).

(for example, δ=(134), ε!=(12345), εa=(13542)).

(V-l) δ3=ε*=:η*=δεη = l,

(for example, 3= (145), e=(12345), ^=(14532)).

(V-2) (eiγ = (eΛγ = (e9γ = TIΛ = είε1ί61ί7J = l9

(for example, Sl= (13542), ε2=(15243), ε3=(12345), 9= (14532)).

(V-3) (J08=(«2)8=ββ=J?5=δAβι?=l,

(for example, dι=δz=(154), e= (12345), 7 =(14532)).

(V-4) ε^^εε-1^-1)^!,

(for example, ε= (15432), 7 =(14532)).

(for example, ει=(12345), ε2=(12534), ε8=(12453)).

Proof of Property 6. It is sufficient to verify that γ, δ, ε, ••• generate A$.
Here we remark the following FACT.

FACT. (c.f. [ATLAS]) Maximal subgroups of A* are Λ, Ao and S8. For
example, we consider the case ( I -1). If <f, δ, ε> is a proper subgroup of A5,
since it has an element of order 5, D1Q1)(γ, δ, ε>. However, D10 does not contain
an element of order 3. This means A5=(γ, δ, ε>. The remaining cases are
proved by the similar method.

Proof of Theorem. Let the notation be as in Proposition 2.1. Recall that

[704)1 Γ/(S)1 Γ/(C)1
RH(G)=lnlf 60; 2, - , 2, 3, - , 3, 5, - , 5]

and put

Γ(G)= <<*ι, ^i, ••• , oίnv βnι> ϊi, '- , ΪUAΪ, δi, ••• , δi(β), εi, ••• , εp, ηl9 ••• , >y g;

ZC4) Z(5) p α ni

Π n Π ^fe Π ει Π ί?m Π [«t, j8»] = l
j=l k = l 1 = 1 m=ί ' ^=l Γ

y2 — _ v2 _ ^3 _ _ ^3 _ e 5 _ _ c-5 _ vι5 _ _ ^6 _ 1\/ i — " — / i GO— Oi— ••• — OKB)— Si— " — £p — ̂ i— •*• — ̂ Q— 1>.
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We study whether G in Definition 2.2 satisfies the EZ-condition or not. Using
Φ's, we verify whether (nίf ••• , n δ ; p, q) satisfy condition (*). We divide our
proof into three cases according as n^2f HI— I or nι=0.

We assume that n^2. We define φ:Γ(G)-+G as follows: TΊ, ••• , 7Ίu)->
A,δl9 -••, διw-+B, εl9 ••• , εp-+C, ^i, — , >7<z-»C2, «ι->^, βι-+B, az-*U, /32->
V, α8, j88, ••• , αnι, ]8ni->l, where we choose U and F so that φ(TLγjTldkTiειΐlηm
ΠOt, jβ<])=l holds. By virtue of Property 1, we can find them. Recall that
A and B are the images of (23)(45) and (142), respectively. By Property 6
( I -1) we see that φ is surjective. To verify Tr ρ(* X)=%G(°), it is sufficient
to check only for σ=A, B and C.

where ω=ζ3.

Trp(C; ^)=

where ζ=ζδ.
Thus, in this case, we see that (nlf ••• , n5; p, q) arises from a compact

Riemann surface of genus g. In the following cases, we define only those y>'s
which have the desired property.

Next, we assume that nι=l.

(i) The case l(Λ)>0 & /(£)>0.
We define y : Γ(G)-»G as follows: TΊ, ••• , Πu)->^, <5ι> ••• , δiw-^B, elt ••• , εp->
C> ^1* " > ^g— >C2, αι->£/, βι-*F, where we choose ί/ and V so that
^(ΠfrΠδ feΠeiΠ^mΠEtft, j8t])=l holds. By virtue of Property 1, we can find
them.

(ii) The case l(A)=l(B)=0.
By the assumption, we have l(C)=n^l

(ii-1) /(C)=n4=l.
Recall that we fix isomorphism c : A5->G. We define φ : Γ(G)-+G as follows :

We define φ:Γ(G}-*G as follows: ει->^((12345)), ε2, - , εp->;((12534)), ^1? ••• , ̂
-^((12534)2), a^U, βι->V, where we choose U and F so that φ(ΐlγjΐίdkτiει

C«l, j8J)=l holds.
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(ii-2-b) p=q=L
We define φ : Γ(G)->G as follows : 6ι->*((12345)), ηι-*t((W3S)\ a^U, βι-+V,
where we choose U and V so that p(ΠfrΠ3 Jl6ιΠ?mII[αι, 0t])=l holds.

(iii) The case /(Λ)=0

We define ψ: Γ(G}-*G as follows: δl9 ••• , dιm-*B9 ε l f ••• , sp-»C, ηlt ••• , 5̂->
C2, «!-+£/, /3!->F, where we choose U and F sothat^Π^TOfeΠeίΠ^mΠCαt, J8t])
-1 holds.

(iii-2) /(C)=0.
By the assumption, we have l(B)=n^l.
Considering Property 5, we can reduce this case to δι->f((134)), «ι— ̂ ((12345)),
jβ1->*((12435)).

(iv) The case ί(A)>0 & l(B)=0.
(iv-1) /(C)>0.

We define φ: Γ(G)-»G as follows: γl9 ••• , ^(^)->Λ ε^ -•• , εp-^C, ^j, ••• , ηq-^
C2, «ι-^ί/, β^V, where we choose ί/ and V so that ^(Π^ro^ΠεiΠ^mΠCαt, JSJ)
-1 holds.

(iv-2) /(C)=0.
(iv-2-a) /(Λ)^2.

Considering Property 4, we can reduce this case to ?Ί-^((25)(34)), f2

(iv-2-b) l(A)=l. (i.e. ni=nz=n^=n^=n&=lf p=q=Q.)
In this case, there is no φ having the desired properties. To see this, it is
sufficient to show that there are no elements α, β(^Λ5) such that A5=(a, β\

The case #α=5.
Since a is Λ-conjugate to βa~lβ~\ by Property 3, #[α, j8]=£2.

The case #a=#β=3.
By the abstract definition of Λ, i.e., Λ=<S, T|S3=T3=(5T)2=1>, we have
#(aβ)Φ29 #(α"1/3)^2, (of course #(aβ)=£l, #(a~^)=£l). Suppose that #(aβ)=
#(a~^)=3. Then <α, /3> must be contained in (3, 3|3, 3) which is a group of
order 27, see [1]. This is absurd.
Therefore we have #(αj8)=5 or #(a~^)=5. Assume #(aβ)=5. Since aβ is
^5-conjugate to α"1/?'1, by Property 3, #[α, ]8]^2. Next assume #(α~1/3)=5.
Since α"1^ is ^-conjugate to aβ~\ by Property 3, #[α~1, /3]=#(α"1[α, ]8]α)=

The case #α=3 & #β=2.
By the abstract definitions of A, and S3, i.e., A*=(S, T\S5=Tz=(ST)3=iy,
S3=<S, T\S*=T2=(ST)2=iy, we have #(aβ}Φ?>, #(aβ)^2. Therefore #(aβ)=5.
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Since aβ is Λ-con jugate to a~lβ~l, by Property 3, #[α, ff]φ2.

The case #a=#β=2.
Assume #[α, /3]— 2. Then we have

[α, β]2=l — α]8=]8α <— [«, jβ] = l.

This is contradiction.
Thus we see that the F-data (1, 1, 1,1,1; 0, 0) does not arise from a compact
Riemann surface of genus 16.

Finally, we assume that wι=0. Then

By simple calculation we see that the triple (l(A), l(B), /(C)) does not coincide
any one of following:

(0, 0, 0), (1, 0, 0), (0, 1, 0), (2, 0, 0), (1, 1, 0), (0, 2, 0), (3, 0, 0),

(2, 1, 0), (1, 2, 0), (0, 3, 0), (4, 0, 0),

(0, 0, 1), (1, 0, 1), (0, 1, 1), (2, 0, 1),

(0, 0, 2), (1, 1, 1).

In the following, instead of defining φ, we give the relation (of Λ5) which
guarantees the extistence of φ.

(i) The case l(Λ)=0 & /(£)=0 &
(i-1) 0^3, 0=0.
(i-2) p^3, q=l.

Considering Property 5, we can reduce (i-1), (i-2) and (i-3) to Property 6 (VI-1),
(V-2) and (V-4), respectively. In the case of (i-4), by Property 4, the F-data
(0, 2, 1, 0, 0; 2, 1) does not arise from a compact Riemann surface of genus 13.

(ii) The case /(Λ)>1 & ί(B)^l & /(C)5;2.
(ii-1) p^2, q=Q.

Considering Property 5, we can reduce (ii-1) and (ii-2) to Property 6 (1-9) and
(Π-3), respectively.

(iii) The case l(A)^2 & l(B)^l & /(C)=l.
Considering Property 5, we can reduce this case to Property 6 (1-10).

(iv) The case l(A)=l & l(B)^2 & /(C)=l.
Considering Property 5, we can reduce this case to Property 6 (1-11).
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(v) The case l(A)^Z & /(B)=0 &
(v-1) p^l, 0=0.
(v-2) p^l, q^L

Considering Property 5, we can reduce (v-1) and (v-2) to Property 6 (1-2) and
(1-8), respectively.

(vi) The case l(Λ)=0 &
(vi-1) ί^l, 0=0.
(vi-2) p^l, q^L

Considering Property 5, we can reduce (vi-1) and (vi-2) to Property 6 (III-l) and
(V-3), respectively.

(vii) The case l(Λ)=l & /(5)=0
(vii-1) ί^3, q=0.
(vii-2) ί^l, 0^1.
(vii-3) p=2, q=Q.

Considering Property 5, we can reduce (vii-1) and (vii-2) to Property 6 (1-4) and
(II-l), respectively. In the case of (vii-3), by Property 3, the F-data (0, 1, 0, 0,
0 2, 0) does not arise from a compact Riemann surface of genus 4.

(viii) The case l(A)=2 & /(5)=0 &
(viii-1) p^2, q=0.
(viii-2) p^l, q^L

Considering Property 5, we can reduce (viii-1) and (viii-2) to Property 6 (1-7)
and (II-2), respectively.

(ix) The case l(A)=Q & l(B)=l &
(ix-1) p^2, ^^0.

Considering Property 5, we can reduce (ix-1) and (ix-2) to Property 6 (IV-1)
and (V-l), respectively.

(x) The case l(A)^2 & /(J5)^2 & /(C)=0.
Considering Property 5, we can reduce this case to Property 6 (IΠ-2).

(xi) The case l(A)^3 & /(J3)=l & /(C)=0.
Considering Property 5, we can reduce this case of Property β (1-6).

(xii) The case l(A)^5 & /(β)=0 & /(C)=0.
Considering Property 5, we can reduce this case to Property 6 (1-5).

(xiii) The case l(A)=l & l(B)^3 & /(C)=0.
Considering Property 5, we can reduce this case to Property 6 (1-3).

(xiv) The case l(A)=Q & /(B)^4 & /(C)=0.
Considering Property 5, we can reduce this case to Property 6 (ΠI-3).
This completes the proof.
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